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Proof or spoof ?

Season 2

Episode 02

Time frame 1 period

Objectives :
• Work on the onept of proof and disover some methods.
Materials :
• Titles and explanations for some methods of proof.
1 – Matching game 25 minsStudents work in groups of 4 or 5. They are given the titles and explanations or examplesfor di�erent kinds of proof, all mixed up. They have to put the title bak with the rightexplanation or example.
2 – Find the valid ones 30 minsEah group has to �nd out whih methods are valid and whih ones are not.



Proof or spoof ?
Season 2

Episode 02

Document Explanations

Type of proof Valid Not validAn o�shoot of Proof by Indution, one may assume the result is true. Therefore it is true.
Type of proof Valid Not validAlthough not a formal proof, a visual demonstration of a mathematial theorem is some-times alled a �proof without words�. It is often used to prove the Pythagorean theorem.
Type of proof Valid Not validAlso alled proof by example, it is the exhibition of a onrete example with a property toshow that something having that property exists. Joseph Liouville, for instane, provedthe existene of transendental numbers by onstruting an expliit example.
Type of proof Valid Not validMultiply both expressions by zero, e.g.,

1 = 2

1× 0 = 2× 0

0 = 0Sine the �nal statement is true, so is the �rst.
Type of proof Valid Not validIn this type of proof, the onlusion is established by logially ombining the axioms,de�nitions, and earlier theorems. For example, it an be used to establish that the sumof two even integers is always even :Consider two even integers x and y. Sine they are even, they an be writtenas x = 2a and y = 2b respetively for integers a and b. Then the sum x+ y =

2a + 2b = 2(a + b). From this it is lear x+ y has 2 as a fator and thereforeis even, so the sum of any two even integers is even. This proof uses onlyde�nition of even integers and the distribution law.
Type of proof Valid Not validAN ARGUMENT MADE IN CAPITAL LETTERS IS CORRECT. THEREFORE, SIM-PLY RESTATE THE PROPOSITION YOU ARE TRYING TO PROVE IN CAPITALLETTERS, AND IT WILL BE CORRECT ! ! ! ! !1 (USE TYPOS AND EXCLAMATIONMARKS FOR ESPECIALLY DIFFICULT PROOFS)
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Type of proof Valid Not validBy writing what seems to be an extensive proof and then smearing hoolate to stain themost ruial parts, the reader will assume that the proof is orret so as not to appear tobe a fool.
Type of proof Valid Not validIn this important type of proof �rst a �base ase� is proved, and then an �indutive rule�is used to prove a (often in�nite) series of other ases. Sine the base ase is true, thein�nity of other ases must also be true, even if all of them annot be proved diretlybeause of their in�nite number.Its priniple states that : Let N = {1, 2, 3, 4, . . .} be the set of natural numbers and P (n)be a mathematial statement involving the natural number n belonging to N suh that(i) P (1) is true, i.e., P (n) is true for n = 1 ;(ii) P (n+1) is true whenever P (n) is true, i.e., P (n) is true implies that P (n+1) is true.Then P (n) is true for all natural numbers n.
Type of proof Valid Not validRemember, something is not true when its proof has been veri�ed, it is true as long as ithas not been disproved. For this reason, the best strategy is to limit as muh as possiblethe number of people with the needed ompetene to understand your proof.Be sure to inlude very omplex elements in your proof. In�nite numbers of dimensions, hy-peromplex numbers, indeterminate forms, graphs, referenes to very old books/movies/bandsthat almost nobody knows, quantum physis, modal logi, and hess opening theory areto be inluded in the thesis. Make sentenes in Latin, Anient Greek, Sanskrit, Ithkuil,and invent languages.Again, the goal : nobody must understand, and this way, nobody an disprove you.
Type of proof Valid Not validIn this type of proof, (also known as redutio ad absurdum, Latin for �by redution towardthe absurd�), it is shown that if some statement were so, a logial ontradition wouldour, hene the statement must be not so. This method is one of the most prevalent ofmathematial proofs. A famous example shows that √2 is an irrational number :Suppose that √

2 is a rational number, so √
2 = a

b
where a and b are non-zero integers with no ommon fator (de�nition of a rational number). Thus,

b
√
2 = a. Squaring both sides yields 2b2 = a2. Sine 2 divides the left hand side,2 must also divide the right hand side (as they are equal and both integers).So a2 is even, whih implies that a must also be even. So we an write a = 2c,where c is also an integer. Substitution into the original equation yields 2b2 =

(2c)2 = 4c2. Dividing both sides by 2 yields b2 = 2c2. But then, by the sameargument as before, 2 divides b2, so b must be even. However, if a and b areboth even, they share a fator, namely 2. This ontradits our assumption, sowe are fored to onlude that √2 is an irrational number.
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Type of proof Valid Not valid"I believe assertion A to hold, therefore it does. Q.E.D."
Type of proof Valid Not validIf enough people believe something to be true, then it must be so. For even more emphatiproof, one an use the similar Proof by a Broad Consensus.Either kind of proof an be ombined with other types of proof (suh as Proof by Re-petition and Proof by Intimidation ; e.g., "A Broad Consensus of Sientists ...") whenrequired.
Type of proof Valid Not validIt establishes the onlusion �if p then q� by proving the equivalent ontrapositive state-ment �if not q then not p�.
Type of proof Valid Not validThe proposition is true due to the lak of a ounterexample. For when you know you areright and that you don't give a shit about what others may think of you.
Type of proof Valid Not validIn this type of proof, the onlusion is established by dividing it into a �nite number ofases and proving eah one separately. The number of ases sometimes an beome verylarge. For example, the �rst proof of the four olor theorem was a proof by exhaustion with1,936 ases. This proof was ontroversial beause the majority of the ases were hekedby a omputer program, not by hand. The shortest known proof of the four olour theoremtoday still has over 600 ases.
Type of proof Valid Not validMake it easier on yourself by leaving it up to the reader. After all, if you an �gure it out,surely they an. Examples :

• "The reader may easily supply the details."
• "The other 253 ases are analogous."
• "The proof is left as an exerise for the reader."
• "The proof is left as an exerise for the marker." (Guaranteed to work in an exam.)
Type of proof Valid Not validSine August is suh a good time of year, then no-one will disagree with a proof publishedthen, and therefore it is true. Of ourse the onverse is also true, i.e. January is shite, andall the logi in the world will not prove your statement.
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Type of proof Valid Not validReduing problems to diagrams with lots of arrows. This is related to proof by omplexity.
Type of proof Valid Not validIf there is a onsensus on a topi. and you disagree, then you are right beause people arestupid. See global warming septis, reationist, tobao ompanies, et., for appliationof this proof.
Type of proof Valid Not validBe sure to provide some distration while you go on with your proof, e.g., some third-partyannounes, a �re alarm (a fake one would do, too) or the end of the universe. You ouldalso exlaim, "Look ! A distration !", meanwhile pointing towards the nearest brik wall.Be sure to wipe the blakboard before the distration is presumably over so you have thewhole board for your �nal onlusion.Don't be intimidated if the distration takes longer than planned and simply head overto the next proof.An example is given below.
1. Look behind you !
2. ... and proves the existene of an answer for 2 + 2.
3. Look ! A three-headed monkey over there !
4. ... leaves 5 as the only result of 2 + 2.
5. Therefore 2 + 2 = 5. Q.E.D.

Type of proof Valid Not validSuppose P (n) is a statement.
1. Prove true for P (1).
2. Prove true for P (2).
3. Prove true for P (3).
4. Therefore P (n) is true for all n.

Type of proof Valid Not validIf Jak Bauer says something is true, then it is. No ifs, ands, or buts about it. End ofdisussion.
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Type of proof Valid Not validIf you say something is true enough times, then it is true. If you say something is trueenough times, then it is true. If you say something is true enough times, then it is true.If you say something is true enough times, then it is true. If you say something is trueenough times, then it is true. If you say something is true enough times, then it is true.Exatly how many times one needs to repeat the statement for it to be true is debatedwidely in aademi irles. Generally, the point is reahed when those around die throughboredom.eg. let A = B sine A = B and A = B and A = B and A = B and A = B and A = Band A = B and A = B and A = B and A = B then A = B.
Type of proof Valid Not validIf you prove your laim for one ase, and make sure to restrit yourself to this one, youthus avoid any ase that ould ompromise you. You an hope that people won't notiethe omission.Example : Prove the four-olor theorem. Take a map of only one region. Only 1 olor isneeded to olor it and 1 is less than 4. End of the proof.If someone questions the ompleteness of the proof, others methods of proofs an be used.
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Document Types of proof

• Visual proof
• Proof by Multipliative Identity
• Proof by Restrition
• Proof by Assumption
• Proof by Belief
• Proof by Constrution
• Proof by Cases
• Proof by Complexity
• Proof by (a Broad) Consensus
• Proof by August
• Proof by Default
• Proof by Transposition
• Proof by Delegation
• Diret proof
• Proof by Choolate
• Proof by Dissent
• Proof by Distration
• Proof by Exhaustion
• Proof by Engineer's Indution
• Proof by Diagram
• Proof by Mathematial Indution
• Proof by Jak Bauer
• Proof by Repetition
• Proof by ontradition
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Document 1 Methods of proof : titles and explanations

Direct proofIn this type of proof, the onlusion is established by logially ombining the axioms,de�nitions, and earlier theorems. For example, it an be used to establish that the sumof two even integers is always even :Consider two even integers x and y. Sine they are even, they an be writtenas x = 2a and y = 2b respetively for integers a and b. Then the sum x+ y =
2a + 2b = 2(a + b). From this it is lear x+ y has 2 as a fator and thereforeis even, so the sum of any two even integers is even. This proof uses onlyde�nition of even integers and the distribution law.

Proof by mathematical inductionIn this important type of proof �rst a �base ase� is proved, and then an �indutive rule�is used to prove a (often in�nite) series of other ases. Sine the base ase is true, thein�nity of other ases must also be true, even if all of them annot be proved diretlybeause of their in�nite number.Its priniple states that : Let N = {1, 2, 3, 4, . . .} be the set of natural numbers and P (n)be a mathematial statement involving the natural number n belonging to N suh that(i) P (1) is true, i.e., P (n) is true for n = 1 ;(ii) P (n+1) is true whenever P (n) is true, i.e., P (n) is true implies that P (n+1) is true.Then P (n) is true for all natural numbers n.
Proof by transpositionIt establishes the onlusion �if p then q� by proving the equivalent ontrapositive state-ment �if not q then not p�.
Proof by contradictionIn this type of proof, (also known as redutio ad absurdum, Latin for �by redution towardthe absurd�), it is shown that if some statement were so, a logial ontradition wouldour, hene the statement must be not so. This method is one of the most prevalent ofmathematial proofs. A famous example shows that √2 is an irrational number :Suppose that √

2 is a rational number, so √
2 = a

b
where a and b are non-zero integers with no ommon fator (de�nition of a rational number). Thus,

b
√
2 = a. Squaring both sides yields 2b2 = a2. Sine 2 divides the left hand side,2 must also divide the right hand side (as they are equal and both integers).So a2 is even, whih implies that a must also be even. So we an write a = 2c,where c is also an integer. Substitution into the original equation yields 2b2 =

(2c)2 = 4c2. Dividing both sides by 2 yields b2 = 2c2. But then, by the sameargument as before, 2 divides b2, so b must be even. However, if a and b areboth even, they share a fator, namely 2. This ontradits our assumption, sowe are fored to onlude that √2 is an irrational number.
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Proof by constructionAlso alled proof by example, it is the exhibition of a onrete example with a property toshow that something having that property exists. Joseph Liouville, for instane, provedthe existene of transendental numbers by onstruting an expliit example.
Proof by exhaustionIn this type of proof, the onlusion is established by dividing it into a �nite number ofases and proving eah one separately. The number of ases sometimes an beome verylarge. For example, the �rst proof of the four olor theorem was a proof by exhaustion with1,936 ases. This proof was ontroversial beause the majority of the ases were hekedby a omputer program, not by hand. The shortest known proof of the four olour theoremtoday still has over 600 ases.

Visual proofAlthough not a formal proof, a visual demonstration of a mathematial theorem is some-times alled a �proof without words�. It is often used to prove the Pythagorean theorem.
Proof by Multiplicative IdentityMultiply both expressions by zero, e.g., let's prove that 1 1 = 2 :

1 = 2

1× 0 = 2× 0

0 = 0Sine the �nal statement is true, so is the �rst.
Proof by AugustSine August is suh a good time of year, then no-one will disagree with a proof publishedthen, and therefore it is true. Of ourse the onverse is also true, i.e. January is shite, andall the logi in the world will not prove your statement.

Proof by AssumptionAn o�shoot of Proof by Indution, one may assume the result is true. Therefore it is true.
Proof by Belief"I believe assertion A to hold, therefore it does. Q.E.D."
Proof by CasesAN ARGUMENT MADE IN CAPITAL LETTERS IS CORRECT. THEREFORE, SIM-PLY RESTATE THE PROPOSITION YOU ARE TRYING TO PROVE IN CAPITALLETTERS, AND IT WILL BE CORRECT ! ! ! ! !1 (USE TYPOS AND EXCLAMATIONMARKS FOR ESPECIALLY DIFFICULT PROOFS)
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Proof by ChocolateBy writing what seems to be an extensive proof and then smearing hoolate to stain themost ruial parts, the reader will assume that the proof is orret so as not to appear tobe a fool.
Proof by ComplexityRemember, something is not true when its proof has been veri�ed, it is true as long as ithas not been disproved. For this reason, the best strategy is to limit as muh as possiblethe number of people with the needed ompetene to understand your proof.Be sure to inlude very omplex elements in your proof. In�nite numbers of dimensions, hy-peromplex numbers, indeterminate forms, graphs, referenes to very old books/movies/bandsthat almost nobody knows, quantum physis, modal logi, and hess opening theory areto be inluded in the thesis. Make sentenes in Latin, Anient Greek, Sanskrit, Ithkuil,and invent languages.Again, the goal : nobody must understand, and this way, nobody an disprove you.

Proof by (a Broad) ConsensusIf enough people believe something to be true, then it must be so. For even more emphatiproof, one an use the similar Proof by a Broad Consensus.Either kind of proof an be ombined with other types of proof (suh as Proof by Re-petition and Proof by Intimidation ; e.g., "A Broad Consensus of Sientists ...") whenrequired.
Proof by DefaultThe proposition is true due to the lak of a ounterexample. For when you know you areright and that you don't give a shit about what others may think of you.

Proof by DelegationMake it easier on yourself by leaving it up to the reader. After all, if you an �gure it out,surely they an. Examples :
• "The reader may easily supply the details."
• "The other 253 ases are analogous."
• "The proof is left as an exerise for the reader."
• "The proof is left as an exerise for the marker." (Guaranteed to work in an exam.)

Proof by DiagramReduing problems to diagrams with lots of arrows. This is related to proof by omplexity.
Proof by DissentIf there is a onsensus on a topi. and you disagree, then you are right beause people arestupid. See global warming septis, reationist, tobao ompanies, et., for appliationof this proof.
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Proof by DistractionBe sure to provide some distration while you go on with your proof, e.g., some third-partyannounes, a �re alarm (a fake one would do, too) or the end of the universe. You ouldalso exlaim, "Look ! A distration !", meanwhile pointing towards the nearest brik wall.Be sure to wipe the blakboard before the distration is presumably over so you have thewhole board for your �nal onlusion.Don't be intimidated if the distration takes longer than planned and simply head overto the next proof.An example is given below.

1. Look behind you !
2. ... and proves the existene of an answer for 2 + 2.
3. Look ! A three-headed monkey over there !
4. ... leaves 5 as the only result of 2 + 2.
5. Therefore 2 + 2 = 5. Q.E.D.

Proof by Engineer’s InductionSuppose P (n) is a statement.
1. Prove true for P (1).
2. Prove true for P (2).
3. Prove true for P (3).
4. Therefore P (n) is true for all n.

Proof by Jack BauerIf Jak Bauer says something is true, then it is. No ifs, ands, or buts about it. End ofdisussion.
Proof by RepetitionIf you say something is true enough times, then it is true. If you say something is trueenough times, then it is true. If you say something is true enough times, then it is true.If you say something is true enough times, then it is true. If you say something is trueenough times, then it is true. If you say something is true enough times, then it is true.Exatly how many times one needs to repeat the statement for it to be true is debatedwidely in aademi irles. Generally, the point is reahed when those around die throughboredom.eg. let A = B sine A = B and A = B and A = B and A = B and A = B and A = Band A = B and A = B and A = B and A = B then A = B.
Proof by RestrictionIf you prove your laim for one ase, and make sure to restrit yourself to this one, youthus avoid any ase that ould ompromise you. You an hope that people won't notiethe omission.Example : Prove the four-olor theorem. Take a map of only one region. Only 1 olor isneeded to olor it and 1 is less than 4. End of the proof.If someone questions the ompleteness of the proof, others methods of proofs an be used.


